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                  Research Note 

SEASONAL PADDY PRICE DIFFERENCES IN BANGLADESH 
 

Shaheen Akter 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

          Prices of foodgrains rains usually follow a seasonal pattern, falling immediately after 
harvest due to abundant supply, rising thereafter until the next harvest. If prices are 
determined competitively at harvest and in other months then the seasonal price 
difference will cover only storage costs including normal profits. A few studies on 
seasonal price fluctuations in developing countries support the proposition that seasonal 
price differences exceed storage costs (Hays and McCoy, 1978; Huq and Greeley, 
1980) while others do not (Mellor, 1966, p. 334; Timmer et al., 1983, p. 174; 
Chowdhury, 1987). The relevant literature on Bangladesh suggests that foodgrain 
markets are highly competitive, efficient and seasonal price spreads are not 
excessively high (Farruk, 1972; Islam et al., 1985; Chowdhury, 1987). However these 
studies are based on aggregate average price without sub-dividing the country into 
homogeneous groups according to prices. In Bangladesh, paddy is grown in three crop 
seasons namely Aman, Boro and Aus. All areas do.not grow rice equally in all three 
seasons. Due to transportation problem the aggregate average price at the lean months 
especially at harvest may be upward biased. If two areas have different crop specialisation 
then the price difference between the areas is not only the transportation and handling 
cost. In the harvest month price also differs due to delay in the market arrival from the 
producing to the other area. Due tQ_this reason the price in the deficit area may be 
much higher than the surplus producing area in the harvest month. Therefore, the average 
price of the two areas at harvest time may be much higher than the price expected 
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IV. SEASONAL PRICE DIFFERENCES 
 

          The expected price (EPt), for Aman paddy was calculated taking Nov-Dec as the base 
month and assuming storage costs to be 1.3 per cent. and 2.5 per cent of harvest price per 
month. These two alternative assumptions, in absense of data on actual storage costs, are 
based on the following reasoning: 

 

(i) Assuming that storage loss occurs at the same rate each month, storage loss was 
calculated to be 0.5 per cent per month from our survey data. Storage loss was estimated by 
Huq and Greeley (1980) at 2.04 per cent of quantity stored in a 4 months period in 
Bangladesh. With the same assumptian that storage loss increases proportionately with 
the increase in stor4ge months, this implies a storage loss of 0.5 per cent per month. 
Opportunity costs of storing grains are calculated by using the 10 per cent annual interest 
rate which is equivalent to 0.8 per cent per month. So total storage cost. is equal to 1.3 
per cent per month. This assumption gives EP1 in Figure 2. 
 
(ii) In the literature, 20 to 30 per cent seasonal differences are often considered 
reasonable for normal trading profits from intra-yqar storage (Timmer et al., 1983; 
Chowdhury, 1987). It is assumed that a maximum price difference tn a year need not 
exceed 30 per cent to cover the normal profit of storage which is equivalent to 2.5 per 
cent of harvest price per month. In the context of Bangladesh and as far as paddy 
storage in a year is concerned a 1.3 per cent cost per month is more plausible. 
However a 2.5 per cent cost is also considered in calculating the expected price to get the 
idea about a maximum desirable price difference in -a season. This assumption gives EP2 
in Figure 2. 
 

The indices of actual and expected paddy prices are plotted in Figure 2 (a and b) for 
two village clusters for a period of 5 months after harvest assuming the Aman harvest 
month to be the base. So the difference between the actual and expected price lines is 
the profit/loss in the Aman season from grain storage. The figures indicate that 
super-normal profits can be earned by storing Aman grains. In the cluster C1 storage of 
Aman for a period of.4 months is highly profitable, while in C2 storage was profitable 
for the 4 months period. In C2 the storage -up to the fourth month after the. Aman harvest 
incurs losses, because the next crop local Boro arrived in the market in this month in C2. 
The month of maximum difference between the actual and expected pr ice may 
vary between clusters and is known from the estimated seasonal profit indices in 
Table 2. 
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and wheat which are cheap substitutes of paddy. So the increase of paddy price at this 
last month may not be very high. However, this is not the only reason for early peak of 
SPI. Peaks occurred much earlier than the last month of the season. For instance, in C2 in 
the Aman season the peak of SPI occurred in the month of January-February when the 
duration of storage was only 2 months. In this village group the scale of the Aman 
production was low. So big shortages might occur shortly after the Aman 
harvest. This early peak in this area indicates a lower degree of spatial market 
integration. This is also indicated by the price pattern in Figure 1 as described in the 
previous section. 

 

These discussions indicate large shortages of paddy supply in the market after 2-3 
months of harvest. One important reason for these shortages of supply may be that 
the profit-makers (presumably most of them are traders) create these shortages by 
building stocks from harvest purchases. They start releasing their stocks such that 
they can sell sufficiently to make a maximum possible profit before the following 
harvest. Secondly, many net buyers are in big deficit. Since these households sell 
at harvest, they need to buy soon. Thirdly, few net seller households also store 
grains to obtain the highest possible price. These households use home supplied 
storage materials which possess zero opportunity cost. It is therefore plausible to assume 
that they do not bother for storage costs (except storage loss). Therefore their 
expectation for the highest price may be that at the end of the season. So the demand 
goes up and the concomitant limited supply result in the rapid rise in price. 
 
         The profit is higher in the second month after harvest in the Aman season in C2. 
This group is a deficit rice area in this season. This indicates that in deficit rice 
areas the increase in price after harvest is faster than that in surplus areas. 

In the Aus season. a period of 2 months was the most profitable length in both the 
village groups. The fourth month of Aus storage is the Aman harvesting month and 
therefore the storage of Aus up to this month results in losses. 
 

          If storage cost as high as 2.5 per cent of harvest price the storage was still highly 
profitable. 
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prices for the whole-season. From the monthly share of annual purchases in Table 4 it is 
clear that households purchase grains mostly in the February-May period (3 to 5 months 
period after the Aman crop harvested) and SeptemberNovember period (2 to 3 months 
after the Aus crop harvested) when prices are high and storage is highly profitable. 

 

Most extensive purchases occur in the month of October-November, immediately 
before the harvesting of the biggest crop, Aman, in C1. In C2 where Boro is an 
important crop, the February-April period is the time of extensive purchasing. Net 
buyers' monthly share is high in a number of high price months. Net sellers are also buying 
mostly at the peak price months. However, the average quantity purchased by net buyers 
was much higher than by net sellers and net buyers paid higher average buying price than 
net sellers as mentioned earlier. So net buyers are more disadvantaged than net sellers. 
This purchasing pattern and the evidence of the selling pattern obviously indicate 
that households are affected by the seasonality of prices from both selling and buying 
grains and that this may reduce their net income and their purchasing power substantially. 
If both net sellers and net buyers could sell and purchase at an annual average price or a 
moderately increasing price their income would be higher (Akter, 1989b). 

 

It is hypothesised that since net buyers are marketing at a greater disadvantage 
in the current season, their income is lower in this season and therefore they will tend to 
have lower yields of paddy in the next season, because they cannot afford the same 
level of inputs as other households due to their low income from paddy marketing. 

 

This hypothesis is examined as follows: 

Firstly, the net buyers in the Aman season who were selling at harvest and also 
growing Boro are identified. The Boro yield of these households is compared with the 
Boro yield of the Aman season net sellers who were growing Boro. 
 

         Secondly, households which were net buyers in the Boro season and were selling at 
the Boro harvest time and in addition were growing Aus are identified. The Aus 
yield of this group is compared with the Aus yield of net sellers in the Boro season who were 
growing Aus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 



 



 


